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INTRODUCTION

INTERLANGUAGE PROSODY

ANNA DE MEO AND MASSIMO PETTORINO
UNIVERSITY OF NAPLES “L’ORIENTALE”, ITALY

1. Prosodic aspects of communication

The word “prosody” refers to some features of speech, traditionally defined as “suprasegmental”, which include stress, rhythm, tone and intonation. The non-discrete nature of the prosodic elements and the assumption about their purely expressive function has overshadowed the importance of these aspects of the language for a long time. However, since the 1980s, studies in experimental phonetics and applied linguistics (sociolinguistics, discourse analysis, pragmatics, systemic-functional linguistics) have led to their re-evaluation, as studying language in context has allowed linguists to point out the distinctive and contrastive functions of prosody and to highlight its contribution to the syntactic, semantic and pragmatic characterization of the message in spoken communication.\(^1\) One of the most reassessed prosodic features has been intonation, i.e. the melodic movement of an utterance depending on the control over the glottal mechanism activity. For this trait of human language, acquired in the very early months of life,\(^2\) elements of interlinguistic variability, both structural and functional, and universal characteristics were identified.\(^3\)

---


\(^2\) According to Sarah Hawkins, “The most global properties of the baby’s-to-be-native language are prosodic and some of these may even be learned at or before birth. Rhythm and pitch patterns can be heard in utero, since they are what is left in the signal when the mother’s voice reaches the uterus, low-pass filtered through
In recent years studies in both language acquisition and language education have included prosody, especially intonation, focusing attention on the L1-L2 relationship and on the problem of prosodic transfer. Even so, rhythmic, tonal, intonational and accent related systems, all elements characterizing language-dependent prosody, are still rarely taught and yet they are the basis of human communication.


2. Prosody and L2 Italian

Although second language acquisition studies show a growing sensitivity towards prosodic competence, which is an element considered crucial for the identification of a non-native pronunciation\(^7\) and for message understanding,\(^8\) much remains to be studied with reference to the Italian language.

Italian is not among the most widely spoken languages in the world in terms of native speakers, but it is so for the number of language courses devoted to foreigners,\(^9\) who start studying it for both cultural and professional reasons (Foreign Language - FL).\(^10\) The large-scale immigration experienced in Italy since the 1980s also posed the problem of spontaneous or mixed learning of Italian as a second language (L2) by subjects who vary in terms for age, mother tongue, level of literacy, level of integration in the arrival social context, migration project duration, motivation etc.\(^11\) An ever increasing number of people use Italian as a

---


vehicle of communication, from foreign students and tourists to job-seeking immigrants (from Africa and Asia, as well as Latin America and eastern Europe), political and environmental refugees, unaccompanied minors, children joining their immigrant parents, and undocumented migrants who have escaped extreme poverty, or ethnic strife and political oppression in their own countries.

This volume therefore stems from the need to deeply study problems regarding the suprasegmental level of L2 Italian. It addresses, in particular, the variability related to oral discourse genres, the communicative contexts, the pragmatic functions, the native/non-native interaction, the relation between interlanguages and varieties of L1 Italian (dialects, regional varieties, etc.), the influence of mother tongues, the speaker's specific characteristics, the teachability of prosody, the sociolinguistic issues related to the foreign accent perception, and the impact of technology.

3. Between Practice and Theory

This book opens with an overview on the possible approaches to the study of the rhythmic-prosodic skills acquisition in a second language (Linking Practice and Theory), carried out through the application of diverse analytical tools and models.

Patrizia Sorianello proposes an acoustic-instrumental study on synthesized and spontaneous speech, with the aim of investigating the production and perception of prosodic boundaries. The complexity of doing this research is caused by various factors, such as temporal rules (pauses and variation in speech tempo) and melodic criteria, e.g. intonational variations, pitch range and pitch reset. The first step in this experimental survey, carried out on the natural speech of L1 Italian speaking subjects and Polish L2 Italian speakers (level A2), all living in Bari, south east Italy, shows the profound difference in language production existing between native and non-native speakers: variations in the number of syllables of Tonal Units (TU) and in the speech rate, and a different use of pauses, both silent or filled, were observed. In particular, the non-native speech, using short TUs, long silent pauses and non-verbal items, appear prosodically disorganized. A perceptual test then conducted on L1 and L2 Italian synthesized speech (tone flattened, devoid of silent and filled pauses, and modified combining both manipulations) verified

the ability of native listeners to identify the position of intonational boundaries. In this regard, listeners used different perceptual strategies, which varied according to the native or the non-native nature of the listened stimuli. However, listeners’ perception was not only influenced by prosody, but also by the overall fluency level.

Milena Romano chooses a sociolinguistic perspective. Taking into account the complex situation of contemporary Italian, characterized by neostandard and regional varieties beside the standard language, the author shows the process of suprasegmental skills and metalinguistic awareness development related to the diatopic, diaphasic, diamesic and diastratic variability, through a questionnaire and a perceptual test based on television speech. The observations, conducted in Catania, Sicily, compared young adult immigrants and foreign students coming from different European and non-European countries. The results show that the use of television texts for teaching purposes allows delocalisation of spoken Italian and overcoming of the regional variant as to rhythmic-prosodic and phonetic traits.

In Laura Mori’s study, prosodic analysis becomes a tool for interpreting the functional value of morpho-syntactic structures; she investigates the use of the right-dislocated construction ce + lo. In particular, she focuses on this cataphoric pronoun cluster when, followed by the inflected verb form avere (to have), it signals in advance the sentence comment, with regard to the speech production of Moroccan immigrants, spontaneous learners of Italian. Averci, sociolinguistic variant of avere frequently attested in popular informal registers of spoken Italian, is preceded by the accusative clitic lo in the interlanguage of the considered subjects. This construction appears as an anomalous reduplication in discourse, since the right-dislocated clitic phonological word just anticipates the comment. Mori considers such use of language as structurally and pragmatically marked, and since marked sentence structures usually exploit prosodic prominence configurations, she instrumentally analysed the morpho-syntax/intonation interface for evaluating the informative value of the construction under investigation. Results confirm that, as assumed, non-native speakers use the clitic cluster as a verbal-agreement marker and as a tool for emphasizing the informative relevance of the linguistic unit in focus position as well.

Pellegrino and Caruso present some preliminary “prosodic explorations” in the speech of deaf immigrants. After a comprehensive overview of the medical literature devoted to the analysis of the prosodic and vocal features of deaf people’s oral productions, the authors synthesize the results of three task-based tests, used to examine the L2 Italian prosodic
competence of the deaf participants. If, on the one hand, they underline the impact of the hearing deficit on the speaking skills of deaf immigrants, on the other hand they prove the deaf person’s ability to manage some prosodic features and their pragmatic awareness that communication develops through informative chunks. Moreover, this study also highlights the social role that linguists could play in helping those who are in need of a specific language education, thus completing the assistance of medical care given to these hearing-impaired speakers. In the end, Pellegrino and Caruso suggest that further research on spontaneous speech production is needed, and solicit a major involvement of linguists in this kind of studies.

A completely different approach is taken by Domenico Russo, who argues against the possibility of comparing the characteristics of native speech with those of a non-native one, which he labels as “ethnic”. According to the author, the extreme variability of L1 and L2 speeches, together with the effect of an “unconscious camouflage”, revealed in all the productions, makes “neutral” comparisons between native and L2 corpora almost impossible, in terms of voice quality at both the segmental and the prosodic level.

4. Prosodic Transfer from L1 to L2

The second part of the book, The Role of L1, emphasizes the relationship between the mother tongue and L2, and investigates the presence of transfer in the prosody interlanguage development.

Celata and Costamagna analyze the interlanguage prosodic tuning of native Estonian speakers, who are acquiring the Italian singleton-geminates consonant contrast. This study is based on the spectro-acoustic analysis of read and repeated speech, of both isolated words and short sentences in Italian, and particularly investigates the temporal relationship between vocalic segments and adjacent consonants. The singleton-geminate consonantal opposition occurs in both involved languages, even if it is rendered in different ways: it is binary in Italian (short and long) and ternary in Estonian (short, long and extra-long). In the interlanguage of the Estonian participants, an adaptation to the Italian phonological system was observed as regards the stop consonants, while for continuous consonants there rather seems to be a transfer effect from the L1, especially as far as rhotic sounds are concerned.

Romito and Tarasi analyze a corpus consisting of spontaneous and read speech produced by adult immigrants, speaking Chinese, Romanian, Polish and Albanian as their L1s. All the subjects involved in this study come from Calabria, southern Italy, and learned Italian as a second
language in a non-guided learning context. Thanks to acoustic, perceptual, musical and automatic speech recognition-related analysis, the authors state that speakers tend to keep their L1 rhythmic and segmental patterns in different ways, which varies depending on the L1 typological characteristics. Furthermore, the authors propose an “Italian index”, that is, a modality of visual representation of the distances between the different segmental and suprasegmental features existing amid L1 Italian and the various interlanguages. Major differences are those related to the varieties produced by Chinese and Polish speakers, while Albanian speech productions are the closest to the L1 Italian, being characterized by dissimilarities limited to duration of vocalic and consonant elements within stressed syllables speech productions.

In the studies of Alfano, Crocco, Savy, and Baele, the attention shifts towards Belgian learners of Italian as foreign language (B1, B2, C1 levels of the CEFR), all speaking Dutch as L1. Spontaneous and semi-spontaneous dialogues, elicited through the “spot the difference” technique, compose the corpus used for two surveys. Alfano, Crocco and Savy’s purpose is to analyze the pragmatic and prosodic realization of L1 and FL Italian requests, and deals especially with the query_y move realization for direct requests, which is the most frequently used pragmatic move in each of the three examined groups. Analysis outcome shows that the general competence in FL does not significantly correlate with the pragmatic skills improvement, whereas a high proficiency level matches with a more appropriate use of intonation.

Baele focuses on yes-no questions, divided into two groups: conversational moves, or queries, and confirmation requests for given information, or check moves. The pragmatic difference under analysis is expressed in L1 Italian through prosody. This study, based on the analysis of comparable read speech corpora uttered in Belgian Dutch and Italian, showed a prosodic transfer from L1 to the FL concerning boundary tones and tonal categories, which appears stronger in B1 and B2 learners.

5. Prosody as a Pragmatic Phenomenon

The third part of the book, Prosody and Pragmatics, illustrates the role that prosody plays in the interpretation of pragmatic meaning in native-non-native interaction, in the realization of L2 Italian narrations, description and argumentation, and its influence on repetitions and message persuasiveness.

Maffia, De Meo and Pettorino compare narration and description in the semi-spontaneous speech of two native Italian speakers and two adult
immigrants having different L1s—Swahili and Wolof—with different competence levels in L2 Italian (respectively A2 and B1 of the CEFR). Subjects were asked to perform three linguistic tasks, characterized by different rhythmic-prosodic features and having similar trends in L1 and L2: the description of a picture; a visually guided storytelling, requiring the production of a short narration elicited by a comic strip; and the narration of an emotionally involving personal experience. Results showed that in L2 Italian the description is defined by a lower speech rate and longer and more frequent silent pauses, maybe due to a greater difficulty encountered by the speakers in the discourse planning. These problems are, however, minimized in the narration, thanks to the temporal sequence of events, which is used as a guiding pattern for the structuring of the utterance. The personal and more involving narration was presented with a more fluent speech than in the other two tasks, and with a higher percentage of articulated sequences, especially for the learner having the lowest level of competence in L2 Italian. Generally speaking, a relationship between the degree of variability of the statement and the level of L2 proficiency was found: for the lowest level, sentences are more diversified in terms of rhythm and prosody, depending on the task typology.

Luisa Salvati’s aim was to investigate the prosody production in the argumentative speech of Chinese learners of L2 Italian, involved in an intercultural debating with Italian speakers. This study points out two important considerations concerning the relationship between prosody and second language acquisition. The first one deals with intercultural debating as a valid tool for collecting L2 spontaneous speech corpora, and as an effective task affecting L2 learners’ cognitive and communicative skills. The second one concerns the importance of the spectro-acoustic analysis, since its results not only show the relevant role played by prosody in L2 Italian spontaneous speech, but its socio-phonetic and pragma-phonetic interpretation also allows observation how non-native speakers use and manage voice in order to persuade.

Vitale, De Meo, Pettorino deal with non-native Italian speakers’ persuasiveness from an experimental perspective. Through an acoustic-perceptive analysis carried out on radio speech of French, Russian, Chinese and Italian speakers, the study aims at identifying the acoustic perceptual correlates of persuasiveness, in order to verify whether a persuasive communication depends on the degree of foreign accent, or whether it is rather related to language-independent variables. Spectro-acoustic analysis and perceptive test outcome point out that foreign-accented Italian speakers seem to be limited in the achievement of a
persuasive speech and that, by contrast, for both native and non-native speakers a less varied and more flattened tone favours persuasiveness.

Repetition is under investigation in the study by De Marco and Sorianello, who offer a general overview of the different functions of this communicative strategy. The analysis was carried out on a corpus consisting of image descriptions and semi-structured interviews between native and non-native speakers of Italian; the L2 subjects were four Turkish and two Spanish speakers, all having an A1 level of competence in Italian, and one American with a B2 level of the CEFR. Thanks to the phonetic markedness of repetitions in terms of duration, F0 contour, intensity changes, pauses and glottalizations, prosody has been used to disambiguate some of the functions emerging in the corpus. “Self-repair”, “stalling”, “expanding” and “control over the form or meaning” were the most frequent kinds of repetitions noticed in the corpus, and the various functions they cover are sometimes different for A1 and B2 speakers. The B2 participant uses “self-repair” for organizing discourse, just as native speakers do, while A1 subjects use the same strategy as a self-correction of lapses. In most cases, planning problems are revealed by “stalling” repetitions, while, by contrast, conversation is favoured by “expansions”; the main function of the “control over the form or meaning” is to ask for agreement about the accuracy and adequacy of the repeated element.

6. Technology meets L2 Prosody

In the fourth part of this volume, *Technology and Prosody Recognition*, technology meets prosody in two specific areas: i.e. second and foreign language teaching, and speech synthesis systems that allow a computer to transform a written text in natural language, artificially reproducing the human voice.

Martin introduces the theme of technology in the service of prosody teaching. As a matter of fact, prosody is a fundamental factor in message decoding, and it should therefore undoubtedly also have a primary role in the teaching of an L2 oral skills. Since the 1960s, several computer software packages have been developed with the purpose of helping learners to acquire proper oral skills. However, according to Martin, these tools are limited regarding the phonological insight in their implementations. All these types of software, which usually provide a graphical display of teacher and learner’s F0 curves, allow learners to imitate a model and then graphically compare it with their own performances. For various reasons this approach has not achieved satisfactory results, e.g. the lack of phonological and rhythmic information useful to evaluate the curve
appropriateness. In order to address the latter issue, Martin presents a new set of functions implemented in the WinPitch software that allows learners’ productions to be stylized on a model utterance, in terms of F0 curve and rhythmic structure, through automatic morphing. Learners can thus imitate their resynthesized voices and be provided with instruction on the elements requiring corrections and adjustments.

In the study by Salza, de Groot and Zovato, technology is applied to speech synthesis. In particular, they present the improvement of the Loquendo Text-to-Speech (LTTS ®) phonetic mapping technique, used for mixed language text reading obtained through the modification of the default output of the Automatic Phonetic Mapping (APM) module, which runs in the multilingual synthesis system. This module allows each L1 voice to speak any L2 language provided by the system, using L1 phonetic system as the basis for choosing L2 phonemes: for this purpose, a distance function exploiting weightings assigned to each articulatory-phonetic feature is used. However, since the acoustic-prosodic return of the APM concatenations is not always satisfactory, rules for choosing L1 candidate phonemes to be mapped onto the L2 phoneme has been defined in an Experimental Phonetic Mapping (EPM) prototype. More specifically, L1 phonemes are selected taking into account L1 and L2 phonetic systems, the frequency of occurrence of the candidate phoneme in the L1 speech database, and the similarity evaluation on a phonetic sequence longer than the single phoneme. Examples of the EMP use, having fluent, intelligible and plausible pronunciation of L2 Italian, are provided for the French-to-Italian and German-to-Italian mappings.

7. Conclusions

All recent studies in spoken communication emphasize the importance of the suprasegmental level in conversational interaction, and the prosodic competence may be undoubtedly considered more crucial than the lexical and the morpho-syntactic ones in conveying the proper interpretation of utterance meaning and function. The contribution of this field of study to second language acquisition research is crucial, as prosody is not merely related to the big divide between native and non-native speakers, in terms of their accuracy and efficacy in production, but it also deals with the input domain control. Prosody may influence in a decisive way the input perception and decoding, with negative effects on L2 language acquisition.

This volume is the first study introducing the prosodic development of Italian as a second/foreign language, and it covers a wide range of topics, offering different standpoints from which the complexity and variety of
the issue become clear. Studies have been conducted at various levels of analysis, from the micro-prosody of the syllable to the macro-prosody of the pitch contour of the sentence or the rhythm of the entire text, and there are reflections and discussions with reference to different research fields, i.e. language acquisition and teaching, pragmatics, sociolinguistics, computational linguistics, conversation analysis, communication disorders.

In this volume the editors decided to deal with the prosodic interlanguage phenomena from a multiplicity of methodological approaches and theoretical perspectives. All the work, albeit using different research methods and having their strengths and weaknesses, shares the common goal of contributing to the understanding of interlanguage prosody and to the development of communicative proficiency in a second language.
PART I

LINKING PRACTICE AND THEORY
1. Introduction

In communicative dynamism, intonational phrasing is a reliable device which allows listeners to encode the information structure and the planning of spoken discourse. The prosodic boundary’s identification is of great importance to the detection of coherent stretch of speech (for both semantic and syntactic levels) with a global melodic cohesion. There has been a considerable number of studies dealing with the phonetic description of prosodic boundaries in recent decades. The topic was discussed from many points of view, in production as well as in perceptual perspective, employing either natural speech or a synthesized one. However, in other

---

studies, the prosodic boundaries’ detection was accomplished using sophisticated automatic algorithms or prediction models.²

Several studies investigated the acoustic correlates of prosodic phrase boundaries. At present, it’s widely accepted that the realization of a prosodic boundary is affected at least by two groups of factors. On the one hand there are temporal criteria including pauses and variations in speech tempo,³ while on the other are melodic criteria such as intonational variations, pitch range and pitch reset. In addition, a minor role is generally attributed to changes in voice quality (i.e. laryngealization) and energy variations (i.e. loudness). Previous research has widely shown that prepausal lengthening, local changes in F0 contours, and pause duration are used for demarcative purposes: a boundary tone is melodically realized with a noticeable pitch variation aligned with the edges of tone units (henceforth TU), through the lengthening of the TU final syllables, or also by the insertion of a pause. These features co-occur in different ways, signalling boundaries of various prosodic strength. It should be remarked that, to a certain extent, these acoustic parameters are used in a similar way across language to mark prosodic breaks.⁴ Intonational boundaries need to be studied combining, in close synergy, acoustic measurements and perceptual evaluations, albeit that the agreement values are not always concordant, as repeatedly demonstrated by the ratings of agreement obtained during the annotation of prosodic markers accomplished by using both acoustic cues and listeners’ judgements, by expert and non-expert researchers.

Prosody has an important role in language learning and use. Despite the great quantity of studies devoted to this topic in first language (conventionally designed as L1), non-native use of prosodic cues in speech segmentation received far less scholarly interest. In more recent years, however, prosody in second language (L2) has received growing attention in more experimental directions. One line of research attempted to define the perception of foreign accents and, more generally, the mastery of prosody by groups of non-native subjects. There is common consent that L1 plays a consistent role in L2 prosody’s acquisition. In this specific view, Chen and Fon analyzed the prosodic features of Mandarin speakers’ English production; the reported observations claimed that in L2, both the prosodic grouping patterns and the pitch accents assignment followed

---


different strategies. Bahler et al.\(^8\) considered indeed the role of F0 in listeners’ segmentation of French speech, i.e. the identification of words final boundaries, in native English and native French, divided into two proficiency groups; the findings of a perceptual test, comprehending different synthesized stimuli, proved that only native speakers are able to use F0 rise as a cue to word-final boundary in French.

Another line of research analyzed the time effects of L2 exposure on adult learners’ acquisition of prosody and fluency features.\(^9\) Finally, a certain number of researches focused on the contribution of prosodic cues in native and non-native subjects in segmenting speech chain into Tus.\(^10\) Despite the different aims pursued by these studies, some recurrent traits emerged. First, all studies confirmed that prosody is a strong linguistic feature for speech segmentation, regardless of the language; both native and non-native subjects try to signal acoustically the edges of intonational units, in order to make easier discourse comprehension. However, there is at least one notable difference. During a segmentation task based on listening impression, native speakers can rely on a more varied number of linguistic phenomena, including syntax and semantics; on the contrary


non-native subjects rely above all on prosodic cues. At the production level, non-native speakers tend to transfer the prosodic patterns of their mother tongue to the second language, even after long period of L2 exposure. Nevertheless, the amount of prosodic divergence seems to depend, to some extent, on the learner’s level of proficiency.

2. Aim

This study deals with the issue of the prosodic phrasing in Italian as second language. Most previous research in the area of L2 prosody’s acquisition has focused on a single dimension. For this reason, the present study had wider aims. Our analysis was performed in both production and perception perspective. The former attempted to explore in detail the phonetic realization of prosodic boundaries, in Italian L1 (It-L1) and Italian L2 (It-L2). The main purpose of this experimental step was to verify whether perceptual results were supported by speech production data. In particular, we investigated the way in which Polish learners, with low proficiency in Italian, use acoustic cues during the production of a prosodic boundary. In other words, the study seeks to ascertain to what extent, native and non-native speakers of Italian differed according to the prosodic boundary marking.

The latter analysis intended to test the perceptual role conveyed by acoustic indices in the realization of a prosodic boundary. In this paper we will argue that production and perception investigations are the proper empirical basis to define prosodic phrasing as well as to evaluate the differences emerged in the speech production of unexperienced learners of Italian L2. Listening experiments with Italian natives and with Polish learners were performed to detect intonation boundaries under different experimental conditions.

We presumed that the phenomenon under investigation needs special prosodic-acoustic cues and that subjects have a sort of metalinguistic assessment of the prosody of their native language, a prerequisite lacking in non-native learners. The results will be discussed in the following sections.

3. Methodology

Two groups of subjects were recruited from a university community: a native Italian-speaking group (It-L1) consisting of three female speakers of Bari Italian aged between 20-23 and a native Polish-speaking one (It-L2) with no previous exposure to the Italian language. These latter were
Erasmus students (1 male and 3 females) aged between 21 and 26 years. At the time of testing, all participants were attending university in Bari, a southern Italian town. The Italian proficiency level of the Polish speakers was equal to A2, as performed by certification. Both groups were asked to describe a set of picture postcards, the Polish subjects were also asked to talk freely about their experience of studying in Italy. Digital recordings were made in a suitable silent room by means of a Tascam DR-07 (.wav files, sampling frequency of 22 Khz, 32 bits). The speech material under study consisted of excerpts of spontaneous speech. The corpora were segmented into dialogic turns and then into TUs and labeled with a sequential abbreviation containing the identification of learner’s name, native language and speech typology. The acoustic analysis was accomplished by means of PRAAT. As a whole, we examined 105 TUs for IT-L1 and 120 TUs for It-L2. The following parameters were measured for each TU: (i) syllable length; (ii) articulation and speech rates;\(^{11}\) (iii) the length of pauses and their placement; (iv) temporal duration of stressed and unstressed vowels (considered in both final and non-final position); and (v) pitch range and intonational contour.

4. Acoustic findings

4.1. Speech rate

Overall, the verbal production of Italian L2 showed a low degree of textual and prosodic cohesion. It therefore presented a high index of disfluency which was manifested by prolonged use of pauses, interruptions, false starts and repetitions. In order to quantify the degree of disfluency found in the two samples, verbal fluency was considered in a comparative way. With regard to speech rate, L1 and L2 differed. A first indication in this sense comes from the computation in syllables of the temporal extension of TUs. To this purpose, we counted only the syllables phonetically realized. In Italian L2, TUs were shorter. In the same direction, even articulation and speech rates were significantly slower than those of L1 speakers, as shown in Table 1-1.

\(^{11}\) Articulation rate was defined as the number of syllable per seconds, excluding pause time.
Table 1-1: Mean values in syllables of TU length, Articulation and Speech rate. Standard Deviation values in brackets.

In detail, in Polish subjects TUs included 4.8 syllables while in Italian natives the length of TUs was 6.9. These results clearly indicate that speech rate varied depending on the considered sample (native or non-native Italian). Still more evident was the difference concerning speech rates. In Polish learners, speech rate was slower, perhaps because of their high rating of pauses. If so, the low speech rate values observed seemed to be directly correlated to pauses, but also to a lower articulation rate. This was only the first macroscopic effect of the high degree of disfluency which characterizes non-native speech production.

4.2. Pauses

The number and duration of pauses found in non-native corpora was consistently high. As is known, pausing is also a frequent phenomenon in native language, since it is connected to the physiological mechanisms of breathing, but also to the needs of syntactic and textual planning. The pauses are not all alike, for this reason we distinguished silent pauses by filled ones; these latter are manifested through vocalization (i.e. ehm, mhm) or vowel prolongation (i.e. c’è un lago<o>). What is interesting to note is that over our entire corpora, all the pauses, regardless of typology, were more numerous and also longer in L2 (Table 1-2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speech sample</th>
<th>Silent pauses</th>
<th>Filled pauses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>It L1</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It L2</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1-2: Percent distribution of pauses by type.

13 A silent pause is a moment of silence, conventionally longer than 200 ms, while a filled pause is any occurrence of hesitation.
In the Polish learners’ production there was a high percentage of silent pauses, precisely 55%, while in L1 we found 42%. The presence of filled pauses was 16% in L1, but 38% in L2. On this point, we noted a considerable variation between the two corpora.

In non-native speech, the pauses frequently interrupted the syntactic units, and a pause sometimes interrupted the word. The most conspicuous differences concerned filled pauses, so demonstrating the presence of verbal planning difficulties. This occurs when the learner shows uncertainty about the choice of words, or when the lexical form of a word is not known or temporarily unavailable. Consequently, the greater the number of pauses, the lower the index of textual cohesion. Table 1-3 shows the duration of pauses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speech sample</th>
<th>Silent pauses</th>
<th>Filled pauses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>It L1</td>
<td>500 (270)</td>
<td>616 (280)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It L2</td>
<td>580 (241)</td>
<td>613 (261)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1-3: Mean pauses duration (in ms) and Standard Deviation values (in brackets).

Coherently, as far the silent pauses were concerned, in L2 there was greater average length; by contrast, the duration of filled pauses was controversial: tendentially silent pauses had a longer duration in L2, but temporal difference was not always appreciable. In It-L2, the length of silent pauses went from 250 ms to 1000 ms; the mean length was 580, and most of the pauses were between 400 and 750 ms. The true disagreement did not just concern the duration of pauses, but rather their statistical impact as well as the functions provided. In Italian L1, many pauses were used for emphasis and stylistic effects, while in Italian L2 a great number

---


15 These results are consistent with those already found in other research carried out for Italian language. Cf. Massimo Pettorino and Antonella Giannini, “Analisi delle disfrenze e del ritmo di un dialogo romano”, in Italiano parlato. Analisi di